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About This Game

You’ve never played a hunting game like this before!

Hunting Unlimited 2011 is a game with state of the art graphics in its heyday and animal animations so real you can almost hear
them coming!

Jump into the action with Hunting Unlimited™ 2011! Hunt your way across the 50 great states in three exciting challenge
modes – breath in the fresh air! Trophy animals await - are you skilled enough to bag them?

Features:

Track down 7 popular trophy animals, Whitetail Deer, Mule Deer, Moose, Big Horn Sheep and Wolf. Watch out for
brown bear – you may be their lunch!

Go for the trophy kill in 2 new, expansive game modes – Stand and Stalking.

Spot your prey quickly, then get into position for the most realistic, ultimate hunting action.

Test your hunting skills using 12 weapons – Rusty Shotgun, ShotGun, Double Barrel Shotgun, Sawed-off Shotgun, 2
compound bows, 2 sport compound bows, 3030 regular rifle, 3030 rusted rifle, 3030 snub nose rifle and 45 caliber rifle.

Embark on the hunt across all 50 states, multiple climates, regions including mountains, plains, forests and more!
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Set your sights on 7 trophy animals, Whitetail Deer, Mule Deer, Moose, Big Horn Sheep, Wolf and Kodiak and Grizzly
Bears.

Advanced game engine with realistic lighting and shading effects.

Hunt 30 highly-detailed locations choosing from 12 weapons including a double barrel shotgun and a compound bow.
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Title: Hunting Unlimited 2011
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
ARB Studios
Publisher:
Retroism, ValuSoft
Release Date: 19 Jul, 2010

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 2.0 GHz Processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 7600, ATI Radeon X13000, Intel GMA X3000 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible Sound Card

English
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Absolutely terrible. The game mechanics are very bad even by 2011 standards. The hunting is absurd and it really just feels as
though this game was thrown together in about 5 minutes. It does not show you a shot pattern or any specifics on your taget hit
nor does it show you a bullet would or arrow to confirm where you may have hit. Imagine a glorified Nintendo "Duck Hunt" and
it is just about that specific. The weapons are even worse. You get your choice of about 8 weapons but there are really only 3
the rest are just upgrades for example you get a "rusty shotgun" or a "rusty bow" "Most bows are wood or carbon fiber so I have
no idea how this works" and you just advance to a better quality weapon while totally ignoring the caliber of weapon. It seems as
though someone who makes fantasy games took thier hand to a hunting game and this is what you got. For instance the shotgun
is just "shotgun" and the rifles and bows are the same way with the exception of the "Sawed-off" (illegal to hunt with btw.
Where they going for a zombie shooter?) which is the only weapon that acrtually has any added detail to its dynamic but still no
caliber or shot type is mentioned. All in all the game is very very terrible I asked for a refund after a meager 18 minutes.. didn't
work. Got to the main menu but as soon as I clicked Hunt it just went to a black screen and didn't load anything. Tried to get a
refund from steam but just an error message came up. Don't waste your money. This i sa very
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game. I do not care for this game...
It doesn't feel like hunting at all..
Half of the content is just shooting waves of wolves and bears that attack you.
Deer Hunter 1997 is a far more enjoyable experience than this game.. If you're looking at this game and asking yourself "hmm,
maybe I should get this game" I'm telling you this right now. Do not get this game! It's waste of time and money that could've
been used on the older better 2010 Hunting Unlimited. This game proves that graphics isn't everything, because this game is
missing the basic features that the 2010 model had in it. The game feels clunky and empty. There's no "Complex" method of
playing this game like 2010. So I advise you to never get this game. Waste of money and I even wouldn't play this even if it was
free.. dit kak
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